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Dear Valued Customer,
Welcome to the third edition of Synergy – the Technology
and Innovation magazine created exclusively for you.
We all have been adapting with the changing landscape of
business operations since the past two years. The challenges
that we faced and overcome have only made us more
innovative and resilient. We believe that the changes we
make today shape the future of tomorrow. We can reinforce
our attempts by taking a step ahead and going beyond our
core business activities by empowering our customers to
meet their growing energy demands with a sustainable
approach with our Beyond Core Accelerator program.
Since the last year, we have been able to achieve some
incredible milestones in each of our portfolios by increasing
eﬃciency and delivering sustainable savings to customers
with our unique solutions. We also are honored to have
recently won a bronze at the CII EHS Excellence Awards,
which is a fourth one in a row. This speaks volumes about our
commitment towards environment, health, and safety as a
topmost priority for our employees as well as our customers.
In our last issue along with our product and services
portfolio, we had largely covered our strong oOEM oﬀerings
and key advancements in our digital journey. With this
edition, we bring to you the signiﬁcant success stories of
various portfolios including Modernization and Upgrades,
Flexibilization, Digitalization and Field service which we have
been progressively working towards.

14 My Health, myAdvisor

Your active responses and timely feedbacks have always
helped us in supporting you. Should you wish to have a
further conversation on any of these topics kindly reach out
to us and we would be happy to take the conversation
forward. Also, please do write to us with your valuable
feedback.

15 Customer Touchpoints

On behalf of my entire service team, I thank you for your
continued trust in Siemens.

13 SIROTEC

Yours Sincerely,
Ashish Sareen
Head - Service & Digital
Siemens Limited, India
Business Representation for Siemens Energy
ashish.sareen@siemens.com
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Siemens Energy India Service
& Digital Leadership Team
Mrinal Ghosh

Finance Head- Service and Digital
Siemens Limited, India
Business Representation for Siemens Energy
mrinal.ghosh@siemens.com

Nityundan R. Bhide

Country Business Unit Head
(Service & Digital - Industrial Applications)
Business Representation for Siemens Energy
nityundan.bhide@siemens.com

Naresh Kumar Wadhwani
Head of Sales & Field Services
(Service & Digital - Generation)
Business Representation for Siemens Energy
nk.wadhwani@siemens.com

Karthik Shivaprasad
Country Business Segment Manager
(Service & Digital - Controls and Digitalization)
Business Representation for Siemens Energy
shivaprasad.karthik@siemens.com

Kandarp Brahmbhatt
Head- Project Management, Service and Digital
Siemens Limited, India
Business Representation for Siemens Energy
kandarp.brahmbhatt@siemens.com
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Our Product Portfolio

Gas Turbines

Steam turbines

Aero Derivative Gas Turbines

Reciprocating Compressors

Generators

Gas Engines

Turbo Compressors
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Our Service Portfolio
Service through the entire lifecycle
Service Programs
• Long-Term Program

• Annual Maintenance Contract
• Operation and Maintenance

Maintenance
Solutions
• Field Service
• Overhaul and Repair
• Remote Operational Service
• Emergency Repair
• Parts

Service
through
the entire
lifecycle

Performance
Enhancements
• Modernization and
Upgrades
• Lifetime Extension
• Integrated Controls
and Electrical Service
Solutions

Training and Consulting

Digital Services

• Training and Certiﬁcation
@SIROTEC Facility

• Remote Diagnostic Service

• Performance Guarantee
Test

• Performance optimization

• Residual Life Assessment
• Vibration Analysis

• Additive manufacturing
• Maintenance optimization
• Virtual reality services

• Plant Performance
Assessment
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Beyond Core Accelerator Program
A commitment to deliver beyond core
With the ever-increasing global energy demand, our mission
has always been to empower our customers meet these
demands while transitioning towards a more sustainable
future. With our innovative technologies and extensive energy
experience, we are committed to decarbonizing global energy
systems and driving the energy transition. We believe that the
changes we make today shape the future of tomorrow. Hence,
with our core capabilities of customer centric approach, we
would like to take a step ahead and go beyond our core
business activities to reinforce our customer’s energy
infrastructure and capabilities with the Beyond Core
Accelerator program. An agile customer-centric mindset is
at the foundation of what we do.
The BCA program largely focuses on major levers that will
enable you to pave your energy roadmap towards a
sustainable future while implementing competitive and reduce
downtime, increase eﬃciency, reliability and output.

This program largely focuses on improving customer’s plant
performance and availability, by supporting with
digitalization, modernization, long-term serviceability
programs and tailored co-creation workshops. With this
program, we aspire to become a trusted partner of our
customer’s energy transition journey and provide them
support beyond our core service areas.
You can trust that our Energy Service team is highly skilled
and deeply committed to your success and working together
with you every step of the way. We have invested in building
our local service resources in your region. Therefore, we can
understand your unique operating environment and can
deliver ﬂexible service solutions that meet your needs.

Digital O&M

Partnering

Cocreation

Modernization
Programs

Long Term
Service
Aggrement

AR based training
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Modernization and Uprating
Tailored services for your equipment
What if you could get easy access to solutions to operate
your power plant in a cost-eﬀective manner?
In a performance-based market structure, when plants are
managed as proﬁt centers, it is necessary to strategically
improve eﬃciency, optimize capacity, minimize costs, and
maintain high reliability & availability in order to be
competitive - especially when it comes to aging plants.
Siemens has developed an array of Performance
Enhancement solutions that can help you make your
generating assets more proﬁtable. Whether you change
components or adapt the complete plant to a new design,
we deliver state-of-the-art technology and control concepts
to help you optimize your competitive position. Your beneﬁts
include: Improved performance in terms of availability,
reliability, eﬃciency and ﬂexibility, reduced maintenance
costs by extended maintenance intervals, shorter outages
and condition-based maintenance, lifetime extension of
components, and reduced emissions.
Know more about our recent oﬀerings in the modernization
and upgrades portfolio:
Successful modernization and upgrades of Hindustan
Zinc Limited’s Power Asset Fleet with state-of-the-art
technology
The eﬃcient utilization of available energy sources has
become essential, and many industrial companies are
prospecting opportunities and solutions to improve
eﬃciency. Siemens Energy India has successfully modernized
and commissioned 06 units of 80 MW steam turbines at
Hindustan Zinc Limited, India’s leading zinc-lead mining
company. These turbines are modernized with
state-of-the-art steam path, manufactured at Siemens’
Vadodara factory, and equipped with digital technologies.

These 06 units collectively provide 70MW of additional power
with higher eﬃciency, resulting into CO2 savings of ~800,000
tons of equivalent CO₂ emissions per annum.
Partnering towards decarbonization for Fertilizer industry
Siemens to replace the customer’s old oOEM steam turbines
with its state-of-the-art API compliant steam turbines
comprising of 30.4 MW turbine driving Syn Gas compressor
and 8.4 MW turbine driving CO2 compressor. The project
scope includes engineering, manufacturing, and mechanical
run test of steam turbines along with the supply of BoP
auxiliaries, T3000 control system and torquemeters and
lumpsum site execution. Once implemented, these new
eﬃcient steam turbines will help to save 14 TPH steam
consumption, leading to a reduction of 27,000 tons of
equivalent CO₂ emissions per annum. These eﬃcient steam
turbines are entirely manufactured in India and will
immensely contribute towards achieving the collaborative
goal of decarbonization.
Upgrading your assets for sustainable power generation
In one of our recent order wins from India’s largest energy
conglomerate, our team will be conducting a LP-Bypass
Hydraulic Upgrade on the customer’s KWU design turbine.
Poor performance of existing mechanical control &
obsolescence of spare parts were the major challenges faced
by our customer. Siemens will now replace the old obsolete
mechanical hydraulic components to electro-hydraulic
components which will improve the plant eﬃciency and
availability. It will also optimize capacity, minimize costs, and
maintain high reliability. This turbine LP-Bypass upgradation
will help the customer in maximizing the lifecycle value of
power generation assets.
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Siemens' experience in the ﬁeld of Flexibilization
Flexible Operation
Operation in Full load

Conversion of CFPP
• Synchronous Condenser
(Reactive Power)

• Min Load Reduction up to 40%
• Automatic start & stop of mills & fans
• Condition Monitoring

• Min / Base / Peak Load Power Plants
• High Eﬃciency and Availability

Strategical CFPP
Increase Flexibility

• Standby Power Plant to
secure energy supply

• Min Load Reduction below 40%
• Thermo Mechanical Assessment

Flexibilization
The optimal service for your plant
State-of-the-art features for your power plant to remain competitive
The global energy markets are changing, which may lead to
new operating proﬁles with higher ﬂexibility requirements for
many power plants. Siemens Energy Services team is
committed to deliver the right solutions for your power assets
to increase ﬂexibility, eﬃciency, reliability, and availability
throughout the entire lifecycle. Our Flexibilization Services
portfolio includes products and solutions as well as studies
and assessments to help you adapt with the changing
operational requirements. We understand your unique
operating environment and develop ﬂexible service solutions
that meet your needs and help you to achieve optimal
performance and maximize success.

India has a plan to install and integrate 175GW Renewable
Generation by 2022. Such a large scale integration of

renewable energy requires balancing by conventional power
generators to manage the variation in the generation from
renewable sources. They underscore the below key points :
• Flexible Operation of Thermal Power is a necessity today
with the changing dynamics in Power Sector
• Coal Fired Power Plants would continue to be a source of
power in India
In India, the current technical minimum load is considered at
55% and the plants are recommended to assess and identify
if the current technical minimum load can be reduced to
40%. Siemens recently executed Flexibility Assessment and
Implementation Plan for one of the leading thermal energy
companies. In co-ordination with the customer, for the very
ﬁrst time in India, we could successfully run the plant at a
minimum load of 32% and a ramp rate of 3% without oil
support and plant tripping. Due to this test study, the
customer is now aware of the sustainable technical minimum
load at which the plant can be run without any hassle. This
stands to be important as the plant remains connected to the
grid when renewable energy peaks during the day. Siemens
can now help the customer to increase their ramping
capabilities, reduce minimum loads as well as ensure stable
operation at new sustainable minimum loads - all while
maintaining optimal operations.
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Maintenance and Repairs
Performance You Can Count On!
Siemens Energy India provides spares, engineering, qualiﬁed
and committed site competence for all types of industrial and
utility plants. For decades, we have been successfully
servicing plants of every type all over the world. Continually
working to improve the performance and reliability of
machines by various ﬁeld service oﬀerings and performance
enhancement products, Siemens Energy has become a
ﬁrst-choice partner for many owners and operators – a
reliable and proud partner.
With the global travel restrictions due to COVID-19, our
team in India, for the ﬁrst time ever executed three major
back-to-back outages using our local manpower and service
expertise. The team completed a record total of 1,49,392 safe
man hours at the Mega Power project without a single Lost
Time Injury (LTI). Scope of the project involved Controls and
Static Excitation System / Static Frequency Converter upgrade
of 03 single shaft power block of SGT5 4000F Gas Turbine,
Steam Turbine and common generator along with Digital
interventions in Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS)
for Cyber Security and upgrades of Performance modules like
WinTS & TDY upgrade. Moreover, the outages were
completed in a record 75 days against the contractual
commitment of 117 days. This enabled reduced risk of
unplanned downtimes, increased availability, and reliability

of plant units, thereby generating signiﬁcant additional
revenues for the power company. Timely maintenance of the
Siemens Gas Turbines reduces risk of unexpected and
unplanned downtime as well as resolves operational issues
such as high vibrations, oil leakages, failed startup of the
power assets.
Along with these three successful outages, our control &
digitalization team also executed control system Upgrade for
03 units and implemented various digital solutions that will
help the customer to improve its plant performance. The
customer had a major challenge in spare maintenance of
their obsolete control system. Team Siemens oﬀered upgrade
solutions for DCS and electrical system to address their spare
maintenance challenges and improved ease in trouble
shooting a system diagnostic Additionally, digital solutions
for machine performance analysis as well as enhanced cyber
security solutions conﬁrming to the state-of-the-art
technology were also oﬀered to the customer.
We have been successful in maintaining a strong customer
experience during a crisis by aptly understanding the
changing dynamics of the customer requirements and
addressing them by being resilient and adaptive. We aim to
deliver reliable onsite support that can build strong long-term
partnerships and help safeguard power assets over the
lifetime of the plant.
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Digitalization
Reimagining Energy Together: Siemens Energy Omnivise Digital
Services Portfolio
By itself, Big Data doesn’t generate insight. Insight requires an
expert knowledge and understanding of how best to leverage
those analytics. Using our powerful digital toolbox, our
Omnivise Digital Services Portfolio team provides data-driven
tailored services so your operations and maintenance teams
will have the information and conﬁdence they need to make
timely, insightful decisions. Omnivise Digital Services Portfolio
combines new developments in data analytics, connectivity,
and cyber security with proven capabilities for remote
maintenance and optimization. For utilities looking to increase
revenue and reduce costs, our digital services portfolio
provides insights based on data to help you operate more
ﬂexibly and respond quickly to a rapidly changing market.
Using a Digital Thermal Twin based on data from the
Distributed Control System for advanced control concepts
without major changes to mechanical equipment is one of
the options to increase your plant’s proﬁtability. Siemens has
successfully equipped 1 x 660 MW unit at Lalitpur Power
Generation Company Limited (LPGCL), a Bajaj Group
company, with advanced digital solutions for its power plant

located in Lalitpur, Uttar Pradesh, India. Our scope included
designing, engineering, commissioning, and training for a
Digital Thermal Twin. This is the ﬁrst-of-its-kind Digital
Thermal Twin oﬀering on Steam Power Plant in Asia to
monitor real time performance and enhance plant
performance. This is a managed service where Siemens will
monitor real time performance data based on installed Digital
Twin and provide support to customer to improve operational
performance.
This project is most innovative as we worked closely with
customer to bring their business drivers and realtime heat
balance are now possible due to improved computational
power and connectivity. This thermal twin, powered by
thermodynamic analysis and machine learning, allows power
plant operators to diagnose performance gaps for every asset
in the cycle in real time and provides recommendations for
improving eﬃciency. This co-creation approach will assist the
plant team in identifying and rectifying performance gaps in
a timely manner.
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Thought Leadership and Stakeholder
Management
Considering India’s rapidly changing energy mix with
increasing renewable energy penetration, ﬂexibilization of
thermal power plants to adapt with the increasing share of
power from ﬂuctuating renewable energy sources, has now
become one of the priority topics to be addressed. Along with
ﬂexibilization, the digital technologies are also set to make
energy systems around the world more connected,
intelligent, eﬃcient, reliable, and sustainable.
The Excellence Enhancement Centre (EEC) for Indian Power
Sector hosted a webinar series on Digitalization and
Flexibilization of Thermal Power Plants on the February 16
and 28, 2022. We presented the Siemens approach of
supporting power plants in study & implementation of
measures to run them at a sustainable minimum load and
operating with faster load ramps.

We also shared insights about the Siemens Fatigue
Monitoring System (FMS) and its key beneﬁts. We explained
beneﬁts and applications of our ﬂagship Remote Diagnostic
Services (RDS), SIEFLUX and Digital Thermal Twin which helps
our customers monitor and access crucial data to optimize
their plant’s performance.
More than 145 participants joined us from various sectors
including Genco's, Power plant operations & maintenance
providers, Technology providers, Regulatory agencies,
Certiﬁcation, and Inspection agencies, together all striving to
#keepthelightson. We also had the privilege of having
directors from esteemed authorities like CEA, BEE & IGEF
actively involved in the engaging Q&A session.
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CII EHS Excellence Awards
A recognition for best practices in Environment, Health & Safety
Environmental, Health and Safety are integral components of
our corporate culture. We at Siemens make every eﬀort to
protect the environment as well as taking responsibility for
the health and wellbeing of our employees, Contractors,
service providers and customers.
Every year the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) Southern
Region announces a competition on “EHS Excellence Awards”
for Industries falling in South India region. CII-SR EHS
Excellence Award is a prestigious award in the industry and is
also considered to be one of the toughest awards evaluated
and presented by CII. This Award aims to recognize, motivate,
and facilitate corporates in adopting innovative practices in
EHS. It also enables to follow 'path-breaking' practices as
against 'benchmarking'.
CII is a non-government, not-for-proﬁt, industry-led and
industry-managed organization which works to create and
sustain an environment conducive to the development of
India, partnering industry, Government, and civil society,
through advisory and consultative processes.

practices ever since then. In the year 2021, CII-SR raised the
bar and introduced a new process of awards by introducing
“Maturity Awards”. Apart from the assessment of core EHS
topics the prime focus for year 2021 assessment was on
Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) topics. Around
190 organizations applied for this award.
This assessment was carried out virtually at our service facility
in Bangalore by two certiﬁed CII-SR expert assessors. After
one month of the virtual assessment, another CII-SR expert
assessor conducted a day long audit at the actual factory
checked the balance aspects of EHS implementation at the
ground level. Based on the assessment results, Siemens
Energy India Service & Digital Bangalore Factory won the
“Bronze Award”.
By winning this prestigious award for the fourth time in a row
our team not only demonstrated consistency in EHS
performance but also depicts a strong commitment and
active participation of all stakeholders in implementing the
EHS management system.

Siemens Energy India team has been participating in this
competition from 2018 and has won awards for best EHS
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SIROTEC
Siemens Rotary Training & Education Centre

Key oﬀering of
SIROTEC

Key Beneﬁt for the
customers

USP of SIROTEC

• Information about product,
process, technology on
various rotary equipment’s

• Improved ProductivityMachine and Men

• Rich experienced faculty
trainer

• Operational control

• Uninterrupted Generation

• OEM Know how

• Enhance Production

• Steam turbine factory at
Vadodara

• Maintenance
• Construction
• Troubleshooting

• Positive Financial Gains
• Equipment Life Enhancement

• Key experts

• Manufactured 1000+
machines

• Case studies

• Vibration balancing tunnel

• Site problems

• Turloop control system
simulation set up
• Generator protection relay
panel set up
• Repair workshop
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My Health, myAdvisor
Power generation services digital portfolio
Identifying potential improvements with

Operations
Optimization

Tailor-made mods and ups

myAdvisor provides proposals for Modernizations and Uprating
for Siemens Industrial and Aero-derivative Gas Turbines and
Steam Turbines according to the customers operational proﬁle.

Business
Optimization

Providing latest service support available to match your
operations priorities from power increase and emissions reduction
to reduced operating costs through greater eﬃciency.

Making things easy in order to stay competitive.

Select your operational priorities:
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Eﬃciency
No matter which rotating equipment and operational proﬁle
you have, myAdvisor identiﬁes potential improvements
regarding availability, reliability and many more!
myAdvisor is a web-based tool and easily accessible through
the Customer Extranet Portal.

Po w

Environment

er

Power
Tailor-made proposals help to:

• create additional business
• cut down emissions
• increase eﬃciency, ﬂexibility, availability and reliability

Funneled requests allow focused and speciﬁc demand
clariﬁcation with our Siemens Experts.
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Customer Touchpoints
Corporate oﬃce:

Siemens Ltd.
Business Representation for Siemens Energy
Birla Aurora, Level 22,
Plot No. 1080, Dr. Annie Besant Road,
Worli, Mumbai – 400030, India
Toll free number- 1800 209 1800

Vadodara Service center

Siemens Ltd.
Business Representation for Siemens Energy
Opp. Makarpura Railway
Station, Maneja
Vadodara 390013
+91 265 6117427
+91 9824448091
rakam.laxmaiah@siemens.com

Bengaluru Service center

Siemens Ltd.
Business Representation for Siemens Energy
97/2, Oﬀ Old Madras Road,
Devanahalli Road, Virgonagar P.O.
Bangalore – Karnataka
+91 (80) 67533031;
+91 9886035714
ravindran.biju@siemens.com
Siemens Energy is a registered trademark licensed by Siemens AG.
To connect with us, visit: https://new.siemens.com/in/en/general/contact/business-enquiry.html
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